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1. Introduction. In 1938 Walsh [8](x) commenced the study of interpola-

tion and the study of approximation by functions assumed merely analytic

and bounded in a given region, topics which were further considered later

[4, 9, 10, 11, 12] in collaboration with Nilson. It is the object of the present

paper to study simultaneous interpolation and approximation by functions

analytic and bounded in a given region, where the function approximated is

not necessarily analytic and where there is no necessary connection between

the latter function and the values interpolated to. Throughout this paper we

use the following notation. In the z-plane let R be a finite region whose boundary

Ci consists of a finite number of mutually disjoint Jordan curves. Let S be a point

seti2) whose boundary Co consists of a finite number of mutually disjoint Jordan

curves Co\ where S = S+Co lies in R and separates no point of R —S from Ci.

We proceed to study the following problems. Let there be given a finite

number of fixed conditions of interpolation at points of S. Let M (>0) be

given, let/ji/(z) be analytic and of modulus not greater than M in R, and let

/v(z) satisfy the given conditions of interpolation. We study the convergence

iM—>oo) of the set/m(z), where in Problem 1 the function /m(z) approximates

best on C0 to a given function Fiz) defined on Co, and approximation is meas-

ured on each component of Co in the sense of Tchebycheff; in Problem 2 the

function/m(z) approximates on C0 in the sense of least squares to a given func-

tion Fiz) defined on C0; in Problem 3 the function fm(z) approximates on S

in the sense of least squares to a given function F(z) defined on S; in Problem

4 the set S consists of disjoint Jordan regions, in each of which there is a

single condition of interpolation, and fni(z) approximates on C0 in the sense

of least pth powers to a function F(z) defined on Co- We shall consider also

analogous problems in which the norm M of /m(z) in R is an integral over

Ci instead of an upper bound M of the modulus.

The existence of the functions fni(z) of best approximation is easily proved

in every case [cf. 8, pp. 477—478], and is left to the reader. The uniqueness of

the/jtf(z) follows easily in certain cases [as in 12, p. 243] but is not necessary

for our present purposes.
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(') Numbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper.

(2) If a letter denotes an open set, the letter with a dash over it denotes the closure of that

set.
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In the detailed study of convergence of the functions fni(z) we shall need

further notation. We denote by <p(z) the function harmonic in R — S, continu-

ous on R — S, equal to zero and unity on G and G respectively ; by C„ 0 ^ v ̂  1,

we denote generically the locus <p(z)=v; by Rv the point set consisting of S to-

gether with the points of R — S for which 0<<p(z) <v, by Rv the corresponding

closed set.

2. Preliminary results. For reference we state two theorems [10, pp.

294, 295] of application to several proofs in this paper.

Theorem 2.1. Let D be a region whose boundary B consists of a finite number

of Jordan arcs Jk, mutually disjoint except possibly at end points E¡. Let the

function V(z) be harmonic and bounded in D, continuous in the corresponding

closed region D except in the points E¿, constant on each Jk.

Let the functions F„(z), w = l, 2, ■ • • , be uniformly bounded in D, locally

analytic except perhaps for branch points although not necessarily single-valued

in D, but let | F„(z)| be single-valued in D and continuous in D except perhaps

in the points E¡ ; and suppose we have for each k

lim sup [l.u.b. | Fn(z) \, z on Jk] á [eF(í), z on Jk].
n—>»

Then on every closed set Q in D containing no point E¡ we have

(2.1) lim sup [max | Fn(z) \, z on Q] ^ [max eVM, z on Q\.

Theorem 2.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1 suppose the equality

sign holds in (2.1) for a particular continuum Qa in D (Q0 may be a single

point) :

lim sup [max | F„(z) |, z on Q0] = [max eVM, z on Q0].
n—*«

Then on every continuum Q in D consisting of more than one point and containing

no point E¡ we have the corresponding equality:

lim sup [max | F„(z) \, z on Q] = [max ev<-z), z on Q].
n-*«

We use Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in the proof of

Lemma 2.1. If f(z) is a function analytic throughout R„, 0<p<l, but coin-

cides on S with no function analytic throughout any R„<,p'>p, if {Fn(z)} is a

sequence of functions analytic in R and satisfying on every closed subset R' of R

the condition

lim sup [max | Fn(z) \, z in R']lln ;£ e", a > 0,

and on every closed subset Si of S the condition
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lim sup [max | f(z) - Fn(z) \, z in Si]1'" ^, ß < 0,
n—*»

then we haveap+ß—ßp^O; moreover we have whenever 0 5=cr<p,

lim sup [max | f(z) —Fn(z)\,zinRc]lln¿ e™+ß-ß«i
n—► «

and whenever p ^ cr < 1,

lim sup [max | Fn(z) \, z in F„]1/n g e«*+*-*».
n—>»

7/ ap+i3—j8p = 0 toe Acroe whenever 0S<T<p,

lim sup [max | /(z) — F„(z) |, z in F„]1/n = e(*-i0(«-«,

a«¿ whenever p ^ <r < 1,

lim sup [max | F„(z) |, z »'« F„]1/n = »í»"-»><«-».

Let Co consist of 5 Jordan curves, and for each k let T^ consist of s dis-

joint Jordan curves in 5 geometrically near the respective curves of Co, and

let the sequence TO1', To2', • • • approach Co monotonically. Let Ci consist of t

Jordan curves, and for each k let T*' consist of / disjoint Jordan curves ex-

terior to R near the respective curves of G ,and let the sequence Tf ' approach

G monotonically. Denote by Vk(z) the function harmonic in the region Tm

bounded by T0k) and Tf\ continuous in T(k), zero on Tq\ and unity on

rf\ In Tm let Tf denote genetically the locus Vk(z)=v. As k becomes in-

finite, the functions Vk(z) approach uniformly in R — S the function <£>(z)

[Lebesgue, 3]. Denote by S(k) the subset of .S bounded by T^ and by Rw

the point set containing R bounded by Tf\ Denote by R^ the set Sw plus

the set of Tm on which we have 0< Vk(z) O. For a given n, p>v>0, and for

k sufficiently large, the locus C0 lies in R{®, the locus G lies exterior to F*2,

and the locus Cp lies in Rf+r From our hypothesis, for a given j?, p>ij>0,

and for k sufficiently large, we have for arbitrary e>0, and n sufficiently large,

| Fn+i(z) - Fn(z) | S «•<•*>,

and

| Fn+i(z) - Fn(z) | g e»W"\ z on r¿".

We may now apply Theorem 2.1, setting Fn(z) of the theorem equal to

[F„+i(z)-Fn(z)]1/" and V(z) equal to ß + (a-ß)Vk(z)/(l-ri), to obtain for

0<cr+77<l—Î7,

lim sup [max | Fn+i(z) - Fn(z) |, z in F^,]1'" g ¡¡«-C*-#H«+<,)/a-»>.
n—»°°

z on IV,,
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For k sufficiently large, F*+, contains F„ in its interior. If we now allow r¡ to

approach zero we have

(2.2) lim sup [max | Fn+i(z) - Fn(z) |, z in F,]1'" g e^+e-ß',      0 ^ er < 1.
n—»oo

If ap+ß—ßp is negative, then for suitably chosen p', 1 >p'>p, ap'+ß—ßp'

is negative, and the sequence {Fn(z)} converges uniformly in the closed

region Fp<. But the sequence converges uniformly to f(z) in Si, and by hy-

pothesis f(z) is not analytic throughout Fp<, p'>p. This contradiction leads

to the conclusion ap+ß — ßp^0.

For arbitrary e>0, for n sufficiently large, and for 0 ^er < 1, the inequality

| Fn+i(s) - Fn(z) |  è eC«r+(H*H-.>»

is valid in F„. From this inequality and from the two equations

/(z) m Fniz) + [Fn+iiz) - Fniz)] + [Fn+2iz) - Fn+i(z)] + • • • , 0 ^ er < p,

Fn+iiz) m Fxiz) + [FAr+iiz) - Fjy(s)] + [Fy+tiz) - FN+iiz)] + • • •

+ [F„+1(z) -F„(z)], n^N,

follow at once the inequalities

(2.3) lim sup [max | f(z) - Fn(z) |, z in F,]1'» ^ e™+ß-ß*t 0 ^ <r < p,
n—»oo

(2.4) lim sup [max | F„(z) |, z in F,]1'" ^ e«r+n-fr p á «r < 1.
n—*oo

If ap+ß—ßp = 0, we show that the equality signs must hold in (2.3) and

(2.4). We first prove the equality valid for z on Cp. We assume the strong

inequality holds in (2.2) and show this assumption leads to a contradiction.

Under the assumption we have

lim sup [max | Fn+i(z) - Fn(z) |, z on C„]1/B á «* < 1.
n—>«3

We again apply Theorem 2.1, this time to the region bounded by C„ and G-n,

1— t)>p, and we set V(z) = [7(1 — r¡) —ap + (a — y)<¡>(z)]/(l — p — r¡). We obtain

forp<er<l— r¡

lim sup [max | Fn+i(z) - Fn(z) |, z in F,]1'" ^ etTCt-»)~^C«-T)»l/(W-<
n—►»

From this inequality we infer at once that the sequence {Fn(z)} converges

uniformly interior to some Cf>, p'>p, and we have just shown such con-

vergence impossible.

From this proof that the equality sign holds in (2.2) on C„ we are now able

to conclude that the equality signs must hold in (2.3) and (2.4), for Theorem

2.2 shows
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lim sup [max | F„+i(z) - Fn(z) \, z in R,]1'» = «<•-»(•-»>.,        0Í»<1¡
n—»»

and elementary inequalities show that the inequality signs in (2.3) and (2.4)

would contradict this equation.

A closely related lemma which we shall later use is

Lemma 2.2. Let f(z) be the function defined in Lemma 2.1, and letfn¡(z) be a

set of functions analytic in R satisfying on every closed subset R' of R the con-

dition

lim sup [max | fM(z) |, z in T£'\VV*m g ^ a > q,

and on every closed subset Si of S the condition

lim sup [max | f(z) - fM(z) \, z in Si]lllo^M â^, ß < 0.

If ap-\-ß — ßp = Q, we have, whenever 0^cr<p,

lim sup [max | f(z) - fM(z) |, z in F,]1'1"«** = e^-")■<<"-">,

and whenever p ^ a < 1,

lim sup [max | fM'z) |, z in Fj1/logM = el—»H«-f>,

The proof of Lemma 2.2 is essentially the same as the proofs of lemmas

[4, pp. 58-61] dealing with the analogous situation where R and 5 replace

R' and Si respectively.

3. Problem 1. The simplest case that concerns us is that of interpolation

to the given function, assumed analytic on S:

Lemma 3.1. Let the function fiz) analytic in R approximate to a function

Fiz) in S: |/(z) —F(z)| <e in S. Let the points zk, k = l, 2, - • • , A, not neces-

sarily distinct^), lie in S. Then there exists a function /o(z) analytic in R which

interpolates to Fiz) in zk such that in S we have |/0(z) —F(z)| <(F+l)e, and

in R we have |/o(z)| <Fe+l.u.b. [|/(z)|, z in R], where K is independent of e.

There exists a polynomial piz) which takes on the values [fizk) — F(z,t) ]

in the points zk, and is such that (¿>(z)| <Ke in R, where K is a suitably

chosen constant [7, pp. 310-312] independent of e. The function/0(z) =/(z)

— piz) is analytic in R, interpolates to Fiz) in Zk, and satisfies the required

inequalities.

Theorem 3.1. Let the function fiz) be analytic throughout Rp, but not through-

(3) A condition of interpolation at assigned points zj, which are not all distinct is considered

to imply [7, p. 50] a condition on the derivatives of the interpolating functions at multiple

points zk.
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out any R,,', p'>p>0. Let the points zk, k = l, 2, ■ • ■ , X, not necessarily distinct,

lie in S. Let gia(z) be a function analytic and of modulus not greater than M in

R, coinciding with /(z) in the points zk, such that max [|/(z) — gAr(z)|, z in S]

is least. Then we have UmM^^gu(z) =/(z) throughout Rp, uniformly on any closed

set in Rp; more explicitly, we have

(3.1) lim sup [max | f(z) - gM(z) \, z in F,]1'10^ = eö~o>/a-/>>,      0 ^ v < p,

(3.2) lim sup [l.u.b. | gM(z) |, z in Rv]lll°&M = »("-»"/O-W, p S n g 1.

There exists [4, p. 57] a function g°M(z) analytic and of modulus not

greater than M in F such that

lim sup [max | f(z) - g\(z) |, z in A,]1"»«» = e("-">/»-<>>,      0 ^ v < p.
M—»°°

We have thus for arbitrary e (>0) and M sufficiently large

max [ | /(») - gUz) |, I in 5] S (JC - e)-"l^-"\

Here we set gM^z) =g°uiz)+pMÍz), where pMizk) =fizk)—g°Mizk), and we have,

by Lemma 3.1,

max [ | f(z) - g'Ml(z) |, z in S] ^ (K + 1)(M - e)-''»-'',

K independent of M and e,

l.u.b. [ | g'Ml(z) \, z in R] S M + K(M - «)-»«-»>> = Jfi.

From these inequalities we obtain

max [ | f(z) - g'Ml(z) |, z in S] ^ X'(Mi - e)-''"-'',        K independent of Mu

This last inequality holds a fortiori if g^iz) is replaced by gM¡iz); equations

(3.1) and (3.2) now follow [4, pp. 58-59].

Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are more generally a consequence of (3.1) for

v = 0 and | giaiz) \ ^ M in F, whether or not giaiz) is the extremal function.

Theorem 3.2. Let the point set S consist of the respective interiors of mu-

tually exterior Jordan curves Cq\ Cq2), ■ ■ • , Cq\ Let Fiz) be meromorphic in

S, continuous on Co iin the two-dimensional sense, with respect to S), and let

the points zk, k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,\, inot necessarily distinct) in S and functional

values Ak, k = \,2, ■ ■ • , X, be given. Let f(z) be the unique function analytic in

S, continuous in S, which takes on the values Ak in the points zk, and such that

Pi = [max |/(z) — F(z) \,z on C(03)] is least.

Letfnr(z) be (for sufficiently large M) the function analytic and of modulus not

greater than M in R, which satisfies fia(zk) =Ak, and for which X)'=i [max |/jií(z)

— F(z)|, z on Cq"] is least. Then we have UniM~xfM(z) =/(z) in S, uniformly
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on any closed set in S. If fiz) is analytic on S, let p denote the largest number

(0<p<l) such that fiz) is analytic throughout R„. Then the analogues of equa-

tions (3.1) and (3.2) with guiz) replaced by /m(z) are valid.

It is to be noticed that we have max [|/.if(z) — F(z)[, z on CoJ)]^p-y,

whence

max [ | /jtf(z) — Fiz) |, z on G>   ] — u,-

» ...

= 2 ímax [ I /m(z) — Fiz) |, z on Co   ] — Mi}-

In Theorem 3.2 the case X = 0 is not excluded, and means simply the

omission of conditions of interpolation.

The existence of the function /(z) and various of its properties are known

[7, pp. 335-338], including the continuity of /(z) in S as a consequence of the

remaining requirements on/(z). The modulus |/(z) — Fiz) | is constant on each

component of C0. The extremal function /(z) is analytic on a component C^

if the curve C^' is analytic.

We prove the theorem for the case 5 = 1; the extension to the more general

case is immediate.

Since the function/(z) is continuous in S, there exists [7, p. 47, Theorem

15] a sequence of rational functions r*(z) with no poles in R such that we have

limj;^«, rkiz) =/(z) uniformly in S. These functions may be chosen to coincide

with/(z) in the prescribed points [7, p. 313]. Thus we have

lim   [max | fin(z) — F(z) \, z on C0] = max [ | f(z) — F(z) |, z on Co] = Mi-
ar-»«

The first part of Theorem 3.2 now follows at once [7, p. 336].

It has been proved [7, p. 338] that ifthefn(z) are functions analytic in S,

if Mn = l.u.b. [|/„(z) —F(z)|, z in S, z^>Co], and if lim,,..,» il7n=p.i, then the

inequality

(3.3) | fiz) - fz) | = Q(Mn - mi)

is valid for n sufficiently large, for z on any closed set Si interior to S, where Q

depends on Si but not on n. For the functions giu(z) analytic and of modulus not

greater than M in R, coinciding with /(z) in the points zk, such that

max [ |/(z) — gAf(z) |, z in S] is least, we have by Theorem 3.1

lim sup [max | f(z) — gM(z) I, z on C0]in°eM = e-','<1-',).

Thus we have for z on Co, for arbitrary €>0, and for M sufficiently large,

| gu(z) - Fiz) | = e<-e+«)io«ar/(i-«o + max [ | fz) - Fiz) \, z on C0];

this inequality must certainly remain valid if we replace the functions g.w(z)
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by the functions fu(z) of Theorem 3.2:

max [ | fuiz) - Fiz) |, z on C0] ^ ec-p+oiogM/a-P) _|_ ßl.

it follows by inequality Í3.3) that for «>0 and M sufficiently large,

| Ím(z) - f(z) | Ú (2e<-o+i>1°^/<1-'>, z in Si, Q independent of M.

The functions/iii(z) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.2, with a — \, and the

second part of Theorem 3.2 now follows from the lemma.

The conclusion of Theorem 3.2 may apply even if the/üí(z) are not ex-

tremal functions:

Corollary 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.2, let \j/m(z) be analytic

and of modulus not greater than M in R, and satisfy the auxiliary conditions with

lim   < ^ [max I ̂ m(z) — F(z) \,z onCo   ]\  =  J2 /*,-.
m->°°   i ,-_i ; i=i

Then the set of functions ypia(z) converges to f(z) throughout S, uniformly on any

closed set interior to S. If f(z) is analytic throughout R„ but not throughout any

Rp', p' >p > 0, and if we also have

(     s (i) *)   1/logAf

lim sup < ^ [max | ^m(z) — F(z) \, z on C0    — p,] /• ^ e-p/ci-p))
m-.»     ( ,-_i J

then the analogues of (3.1) and (3.2) with gni(z) replaced by \pu(z) are valid.

Conclusions analogous to those of Theorem 3.2 may still follow when the

norm of fu(z) in F is no longer an upper bound of the modulus, as the reader

may establish:

Corollary 2. Let q (>0) be given. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 be

modified so that the inequality |/m(z) | ^ M in R is replaced by Jcv\Ím(z) \ q\dz\

SMq,for allv, 0<p<1. Then we have linu/-.«,/at(z) =/(z) in S, uniformly on

any closed set in S. If f(z) is analytic throughout Rp but not throughout any RP',

p'>p>0, we have

lim sup [max | f(z) - fM(z) |, z in R,]1'10**1 = eO-pHCW), OgKp,

lim sup [l.u.b. | fM(z) \, z in Rf]l'l°*M = e('-o)/«-c)> p S F á 1.

An analogue of Corollary 1 involving non-extremal functions is also true.

4. Problem 2. Let C be a rectifiable Jordan curve, and let prescribed

conditions of interpolation f(zk) =Ak (k = l, 2, • • • , X) be given interior to C.

Any function /(z) analytic interior to C, continuous in the closed interior C

of G and satisfying the conditions of interpolation can be uniformly approxi-

mated in C by a polynomial which satisfies the conditions of interpolation
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[7, p. 310]. If the polynomial piiz) satisfies the conditions of interpolation

and ii we set po(z) = (z — zi)(z — z2) • ■ • (z — z\), the function/(z) can be uni-

formly approximated in C (as closely as desired) by piiz) plus a linear com-

bination of a finite number of the functions poiz), zpoiz), z2p0iz), • ■ • - We

denote by @ the class of functions on C each consisting of piiz) plus a func-

tion of the closed extension [7, p. 123] on C of the class poiz), zpoiz),

z2poiz), • • • . Thus [7, §11.5] a function of class ® is of class F2 on C, and the

Cauchy integral of such a function over C is analytic interior to C, and

satisfies the given conditions of interpolation. The class © is independent of

the particular piiz) chosen.

An arbitrary function Fiz) of class F2 on C possesses a formal expansion

consisting of piiz) plus the formal expansion of Fiz) —piiz) in the orthogonal-

ization on C of the set poiz), zpoiz), z2poiz), ■ ■ • ; this formal expansion of

Fiz) converges in the mean on C, and the limit in the mean is the function

fiz) of class ® of best approximation to Fiz) on C in the sense of least squares.

The Cauchy integral oi fz) over C represents interior to C a function, also

denoted by/(z), analytic interior to Cand satisfying the auxiliary conditions.

The formal expansion of Fiz) converges to /(z) throughout the interior of C,

uniformly on any closed set interior to C. If Cis sufficiently smooth, a specific

formula for the function/(z) is readily obtained [7, §11.5] by a conformai

map; if C is an analytic Jordan curve and if Fiz) is analytic on C, then/(z)

is analytic in the closed interior of C.

The class @ thus defined for the interior of a rectifiable Jordan curve C can

also be defined for a bounded multiply connected region 5 whose boundary C

consists of a finite number of disjoint rectifiable Jordan curves. Again we as-

sume prescribed conditions of interpolation fizk)=Ak (k = 1, 2, ■ • • , X) at

points of 5. Choose points ßi, ß2, • ■ • , ßy, precisely one in each of the regions

into which 5+C separates the plane, and let ç/o(z), c/i(z), • • • be an ordering

of the functions 1, (z-ft)-1, (z-ft)-2, • • • , (z-ft)-1, (z-fr)"2, • • • , • • • ,
(z — ßy)~l, iz — ßy)~2, ■ • • ; in the case ß,-= °o we replace (z — ßf)~n here and

subsequently by z". Let the polynomial piiz) satisfy the conditions of interpo-

lation and set poiz) = (z — Zi)(z — z2) • • •(*—zx) as before. If the function/(z)

is analytic in 5, continuous in S-\- C, and satisfies the conditions of interpola-

tion, then [7, p. 313] the function/(z) can be uniformly approximated in S-\- C

by a rational function which satisfies the conditions of interpolation and has

its poles in the points ßj. Thus/(z) can be uniformly approximated in S-\- C by

piiz) plus a linear combination of a finite number of the functions p0(z)<Zo(z),

¿>o(z)<Zi(z), poiz)q2iz), • • • . We denote by ® the class of functions on C each

consisting of piiz) plus a function of the closed extension [7, p. 123 ] on C of the

class poqo, poqi, poq2, ■ • ■ ■ Then a function of class @ is of class F2 on C, and

the Cauchy integral of such a function over C is analytic in 5 and satisfies the

given conditions of interpolation. An arbitrary function F(z) of class L2 on C

possesses a formal development consisting of piiz) plus the formal expansion
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of F(z)—pi(z) in the orthogonalization of the set poq<t, poqi, poq2, • • • ; this

formal expansion of F(z) converges in the mean on C, and the limit in the

mean is the function f(z) of class © of best approximation to F(z) on C in

the sense of least squares; the Cauchy integral of f(z) over C represents in 5 a

function, denoted by/(z), analytic in 5 and satisfying the auxiliary conditions.

The formal expansion of F(z) converges to f(z) throughout S, uniformly on

any closed set in 5.

When we envisage simultaneously several regions 5, the class © for their

total boundary consists of all functions belonging to the class © for each of the

regions.

Let 5 be a multiply connected region whose boundary C consists of the

disjoint rectifiable Jordan curves C(1), C(2), • • • , CM. The region 5 lies in

regions 5(1), 5(2), • • • , 5(s) bounded respectively by the curves C(1), C<2), • • -,

C(>). Any sequence of functions analytic in 5 convergent in the mean on C is

the sum of 5 sequences of functions analytic respectively in the closed regions

5(!) + C(j) and converging in the mean on Cu). Each function of the class ©

for 5 (or for C) is the sum of 5 components, namely, functions of the respec-

tive classes © for the regions SU), where no auxiliary conditions are assigned;

the latter classes are readily investigated [7, §11.5] by use of conformai

mapping, if the curves C(D are sufficiently smooth.

We return to our usual notation (§1):

Theorem 4.1. Let Co be rectifiable, let auxiliary conditions of interpolation

f(zk) =Ak, k = 1, 2, • • • , X, be given at points of S, and let © be the correspond-

ing class of functions defined on Co- Let F(z) be given of class L2 on Co and let

f(z) be the function of class © on C0 such that

p=   f    |/(2) -F(z)|2|¿z|
JCo

is least. Letfu(z) be the function analytic and of modulus not greater than M in

R satisfying the auxiliary conditions such that

f    |Mz)-F(z)|2|¿z|
Je,

is least. Then the set /m(z) converges to f(z) throughout S, uniformly on any

closed subset of S. If the function f(z) is analytic throughout Rp but not through-

out any RP', p'>p>0, then we have

(4.1) lim sup [max I f(z) - fM(z) \, z in R,]1'1"^1 = «<»-»>/<*-»>,      0 á v < p,
U-*m

(4.2) lim sup [l.u.b. I fM(z) \, z in Ry]l^M = e0~'>'<*-p>( p $ v $ i*

We prove Theorem 4.1 for the case that 5 consists of a single region, and

leave the more general situation to the reader.
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The class © on Co has been defined in terms of rational functions with poles

in the points ßi, ß2, • ■ ■ , ßy, precisely one in each of the regions into which

5+C0 separates the plane. It is to be noticed that © is independent of the

particular choice of those points ft-; for of two classes of rational functions

defined respectively in terms of two sets of distinct poles ßj, each rational

function of the one class can be uniformly approximated in 5+Co by a

rational function of the other class, all rational functions satisfying the con-

ditions of interpolation. In particular the points /3;- may be chosen exterior

to F [7, pp. 15, 313]; here we make use of the hypothesis that 5 separates

no point of R — S from &.

The class © has been defined in terms of approximation on Co by inter-

polating rational functions satisfying the auxiliary conditions rather than by

interpolating functions analytic and bounded in R, and satisfying the auxil-

iary conditions. However, each rational function considered is analytic and

bounded in R; conversely, each function analytic and bounded in R and

satisfying the auxiliary conditions can be uniformly approximated in F„,

0O<l, by a rational function satisfying the auxiliary conditions; thus the

two classes of approximating functions have the same set of limit functions,

either continuous in 5+ Co and uniform limits, or of class F2 on Co, limits in

the mean on Co, and uniform limits on any closed set in S. The first part of

Theorem 4.1 follows; we proceed to the second part.

Let ®o denote the closed extension on Co of the class poqo, poqi, • • ■ . The

formal expansion of the function Fiz)—piiz) in terms of the functions of

class @o converges in the mean on Co to the function/(z) — piiz), and for any

function g(z) of class ®0 we have [7, p. 124]

/.
[F(z)-/(z)]g(z)|cfe| =0.

Co

But the function gia(z) of Theorem 3.1 is of class ®, and fiz)—gMÍz) is of

class ®o, so we have

f    I F(z) - gM(z) |21 dz | =  f    | F(z) - f(z) + f(z) - gM(z) \2\dz\
J C„ J Co

=   f   |F(z)-/(z)|2|dz|
Jc0

+    f      |/(z)-gAf(z)|2|¿z|.
«•'Co

For e>0 and M sufficiently large we therefore have

f    | F(s) - gM(z) \2\dz\ = ß + e2(-p+oiogM/(i-p).
J c0
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this inequality remains valid if we replace giu(z) by the function fnt(z) of

Theorem 4.1. The function/(z) — fü(z) is of the class ©0, hence orthogonal on

Co to F(z) — /(z), so we have also

f   |F(z)-A,(z)|2|áz| =   f   |F(z)-/(z)|2|áz|
J C0 J Co

+ r iaz)-/m(z)I2i¿z|, .
Jc„

and, finally, for «>0 and M sufficiently large,

f      | /(Z)   - fltiz) \2\dz\^   e2(-p+e)logM/(l-p)_
•^Co

By means of the Cauchy integral formula and the Schwarz inequality we

obtain

lim sup [max | /(g) - fM(z) |, z in Si]lllo^M ^ *-•»"*-»>.
Jtf—»oo

Since we also have

lim sup [max | fM(z) |, z in l']wio«w g e>
Af-»oO

Lemma 2.2 yields at once the conclusion of Theorem 4.1.

Corollary 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1, let iPm(z) be analytic

and of modulus not greater than Min R, and satisfy the auxiliary conditions with

lim    f    \*M(z) -F(z)|2|efe| = p.
M-»oo   J c0

Then the set of functions ^m(z) converges to f(z) throughout S, uniformly on any

closed subset of S. If f(z) is analytic throughout Rp but not throughout any

Rp>, p'>p>0, and if we also have

HlogM

¿   g-2p/(l-o)(

then the analogues of (4.1) and (4.2) with /jií(z) replaced by ypid(z) are valid.

Corollary 2. Let q>0 be given. Let Theorem 4.1 be modified so that fut(z)

analytic in R is required to satisfy the inequality /cj/jvr(z)| s|dz| ¿Mq for all

v, 0<v<\, instead of the inequality |/j»f(z)| ÚM in R. Then the set fia(z) con-

verges to f(z) throughout S, uniformly on any closed subset of S. If the function

f(z) is analytic throughout Rp but not throughout any Rp>, p'>p>0, then we

have for all t ( > 0)

lim sup     I
Af^-    L J c„

tuiz) -F(z)\2\dz -
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lim sup
M—><x>u.f(z)-fM(z)Y\dz\

1/ilog.V

= »d-p)/(l-p> 0 á v < p;

and, for all t (>0) if pfív<\, and for 0<t^q if v = l,

ll/ilogilf

im sup      I     | fu(z) | ' I dz |
M-«     \_Jc „ J

lim = e("-p)/(i-p).

These equations are valid for í = », with the understanding that for a function

g(z) analytic in R the integral [fcr \g(z)\ '\dz\ ]1/( shall be interpreted for t= w

as l.u.b. [\g(z) \, z on C„].

An analogue of Corollary 1 involving non-extremal functions is also true.

5. Problem 3. We proceed to discuss the analogue of the situations of §4,

but where in the measure of approximation line integrals over the boundary

of an open set are replaced by surface integrals over the open set. Let 5 be a

region whose boundary C consists of a finite number of disjoint Jordan curves,

and let conditions of interpolation f(zk) =Ak (fe = l, 2, • • • , X) in points of 5

be prescribed. Choose points ßi, ß2, ■ ■ ■ , ßy, precisely one in each of the

regions into which S+C separates the plane, and let ç/o(z), çi(z), • • • be an

ordering of the functions 1, (z-ßi)~\ iz-ßi)~2, ■ ■ ■ , iz-ß2)~\ (z-ft)"2,

• • • , • • • , (z—ßy)-1, iz — ßy)~2, ■ ■ ■ . Let the polynomial piiz) satisfy the

conditions of interpolation and set poiz) = iz — zi)(z — z2) ■ ■ -iz — z\). If the

function/(z) is analytic in S, continuous in S-j-C, and satisfies the conditions

of interpolation, then [7, p. 313]/(z) can be uniformly approximated in S-\-C

by a rational function which satisfies the conditions of interpolation and has

its poles in the points ß,. Thus /(z) can be uniformly approximated in 5+ C

by piiz) plus a linear combination of a finite number of the functions

¿>o(z)ço(z), poiz)qiiz), • • • . We denote by $o the class of functions on 5

which is the closed extension [7, p. 123] of the class poqo, poqi, ■ ■ • ; a func-

tion of class $o is [7, p. 109] analytic in 5 and vanishes in the points zk; and

we denote by $ the class of functions on S each consisting of piiz) plus a func-

tion of class $o- Then a function of class Ä is analytic and of class F2 on S, and

satisfies the given conditions of interpolation. An arbitrary function Fiz) of

class L2 on 5 possesses a formal expansion consisting of piiz) plus the formal

expansion of Fiz)—piiz) in terms of the class $0; this formal expansion of

Fiz) converges in the mean on S, uniformly on any closed subset of S, and

the limit in the mean on S is the function fz) of class $ of best approxima-

tion to Fiz) on 5 in the sense of least squares.

If 5 is simply connected and C is sufficiently smooth, a specific formula

for the function/(z) is readily obtained [7, p. 328] by a conformai map; if C

is an analytic Jordan curve and Fiz) is analytic on C, then/(z) is analytic in

the closed interior of C.

When we envisage simultaneously several regions 5, the class $ for their
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sum consists of all functions belonging to the class S for each of the regions.

Theorem 5.1. Let auxiliary conditions of interpolation f(Zk)=Ak,

k — 1, 2, • ■ ■ , X, be given at points of S, and let Ë be the corresponding class of

functions defined on S. Let F(z) be given of class L2 on S and letf(z) be the func-

tion of class $ such that

ß = JT \K*)-F®\%iS

is least. Letfn{(z) be the function analytic and of modulus not greater than M in

R satisfying the auxiliary conditions such that

//.
fM(z) - F(z) \2dS

is least. Then the setfia(z) converges tof(z) throughout S, uniformly on any closed

subset of S. If the function f(z) is analytic throughout Rp but not throughout any

Rpi, p'>p>0, then we have

(5.1) lim sup [max I f(z) - fM(z) \, z in F,]1"0^ = <•("-/>> m-^      0 ^ v < P,

(5.2) lim sup [l.u.b. | fM(z) I, z in F,]1'1"^ = e^)/«-*), p á * á 1.
Ä-n»

We prove Theorem 5.1 only for the case that 5 consists of a single region,

and leave the more general situation to the reader. The first part of Theorem

5.1 follows as in §4; we turn to the second part.

The formal expansion of the function F(z) —pi(z) in terms of the functions

of class $o converges in the mean on 5 to the function f(z) —pi(z), and for any

function g(z) of class $0 we have

f f [F(z) - f(z)]g(z)dS = 0.

The function gia(z) of Theorem 3.1 is of class Ä, and f(z) — gu(z) is of class

Äo, so we have

f f | Fi» - gM(z) \2dS =   f f \ F(z) - f(z) \2dS+  ff\ /(z) - gM(z) \2dS.

For e>0 and M sufficiently large we therefore have

//.
F(z) - gM(z) \2dS g p + e«-P+«>ioi*/ci-P);

this inequality remains valid if we replace gu(z) by the function fia(z) of

Theorem 5.1. The function/(z)—/m(z) is of class $o, hence orthogonal on 5
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to Fiz) —f(z), so we have also

f f | Fiz) - fMiz) \2dS=   f f I Fiz) - fz) \2dS+  f f \ fz) - fuiz) \2dS
J J s J J s J J s's •/ •/ s

and, finally, for e>0 and M sufficiently large,

r r i /oo - /jfW n^ g en-p+oiogM/d-p).

From this inequality we obtain [7, p. 96]

lim sup [max | f(z) - fM(z) |, z in Si]llloeM S e-"/(i-p).
AÍ-»

Equations (5.1) and (5.2) now follow at once by the use of Lemma 2.2.

Corollary 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 5.1, let \¡/m(z) be analytic

and of modulus not greater than M in R, and satisfy the auxiliary conditions

with

lim    f f | **(«) - F(z) \2dS = m.
A/—»   J Js

FAera /Ae se/ of functions ipin(z) converges to f(z) throughout S, uniformly on any

closed subset of S. If f(z) is analytic throughout Rp but not throughout any

R/,', p'>p>0, and if we also have

lim sup | fM(z) — F(z) \2dS — fi\
M—*w     [_ J J g J

1/logAf

<   g-2p/(l-p)

then the analogues of (5.1) and (5.2) with fu(z) replaced by \(/m(z) are valid.

Corollary 2. Let q>0 be given. Let Theorem 5.1 be modified so that fin(z)

analytic in R is required to satisfy the inequality //b|/m(z)| "dS^M" instead

of the inequality \fu(z) \ ^M in R. Then the set /aí(z) converges to f(z) through-

out S, uniformly on any closed subset of S. If the function f(z) is analytic

throughout Rp but not throughout any RP', p'>p>0, then we have for all t (>0)

lim sup [ ( f   \}(z) -/*(*) |'«oí
1/ilogAf

= e(»-p)/(i-p); o g v < p;

and, for allt (>0) if p^v<l, and for 0<t¿qif v=l,

1/ilogAf

lim sup I    f f   I fM(z) I 'ds\ = ec»-p>/<i-p>.
A/-.«.      LV   J R, J

These equations are valid for i=», with the understanding that for a function
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g(z) analytic in R the integral [JJRv\g(z)\ 'dS]1" shall be interpreted as

l.u.b. [|g(z)|, zin R,].

An analogue of Corollary 1 involving non-extremal functions is also true.

6. Problem 4. In the study of approximation in the sense of least pth

powers (p>0) we consider a function fsi(z) which approximates on each C^

to a given function F(z) of class H,. on C^ and satisfies just one prescribed

condition of interpolation interior to Cq;>. A function f(w) is said to be of

class Hp ony: \w\ =1 if f(w) is analytic throughout the interior of 7, and if

the integrals

/:
f(rew) \*>d9, 0 < r < 1,

are bounded. The class Hv is additive. It is shown by F. Riesz [5, p. 91 ] that

f(z) has boundary values almost everywhere on 7 for normal approach or for

approach "in angle" and that for these limit values f(eie) the integral

/;
\f(eie) \pdd

exists. Let now C be an analytic Jordan curve in the z-plane, whose interior

is mapped onto the interior of 7 by the transformation w = g(z), z = h(w).

Then the function /(z) is said to be of class Hv (p>0) on C if f[h(w)] is of

class Hp on 7. If f(z) is of class Hp on C, it follows that f(z) has boundary

values almost everywhere on C for normal approach or for approach "in

angle," and that for these boundary values the integral

L'fiz)\'\dz\

exists.

Functions of class Hp have various important properties with reference

to approximation:

Theorem 6.1. If C is an analytic Jordan curve and f(z) is of class HP in-

terior to C, then there exists a sequence of polynomials pn(z) such that we have

(6.1) lim   f |/(z) - pn(z)\p\dz\ =0,
n—»00   J a

which implies lim,,,«, pn(z) =f(z) throughout the interior of C, uniformly on any

closed set interior to C.

The boundary values of f(z) almost everywhere on C are to be used in

(6.1).
It is sufficient to prove Theorem 6.1 for the case that C is the unit circle, for

equation (6.1) is essentially unchanged under the map of the interior of an
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analytic Jordan curve onto the interior of the unit circle, and the possibility

of approximation by polynomials in one plane implies the possibility of ap-

proximation by polynomials in the other.

The equation

/» 2t \f(eie) - f(reie) \"dd = 0
o

is known [5, p. 93], so/(z) can be approximated in the mean of order p on C

by a function f(rew), r<\. The function/(rz) is analytic in \z\ i£l, and can

be uniformly approximated in the closed interior of C by a polynomial, hence

can be approximated in the mean of order p on C by a polynomial. Standard

inequalities [for example, 7, p. 93] then imply that/(z) can be approximated

in the mean of order p on C by a polynomial pn(z). Thus for suitable choice of

the sequence pn(z) we have

lim   f     |/(e») - pn(e*)\*dB = 0,
n—*«>   J o

whence by the monotonie character of the means fo"\f(reid) —pn(rea) | "dd as

functions of r we have [7, p. 110, Theorem 18] the conclusion of Theorem 6.1.

Theorem 6.1 applies to approximation in a single Jordan region by poly-

nomials but obviously extends to approximation in several Jordan regions

whose closures are mutually exterior. Moreover, these polynomials may be

assigned auxiliary conditions of interpolation to the function approximated,

by virtue of Lemma 3.1.

G. Julia [2, p. 110] has obtained a specific formula for the function/(z)

of class 77p on C, with/(ex) = A, a interior to C, and such that Jc\f(z) \ "\ dz\ is

least. His result is used by Spitzbart [6, p. 344] to study degree of con-

vergence :

Theorem 6.2. Let C be an analytic Jordan curve of the z-plane, and z = a

a point interior to C. Let w = g(z), z = h(w) map the interior of C conformally

onto the interior of C: \w\ =1 so that z=a corresponds to to = 0. Among the

functions of class Hp, p>0, on C, with f(a)=A, the minimum of fc\f(z)\ p\dz\

occurs for the function F0(z) =A { [g'(z)]/[g'(a)] }1,p.

Let \fn(z) \ be a sequence of functions of class Hp with f„(a) =A and

(6.2) f \ fn(z) |*j dz| á   f | Fo(z) \"\dz\+en, lim en = 0.

If D is any closed region interior to C, there is a constant K depending only on D

such that for z in D

\Fo(z) -f(z)\ è KeH2.

If Co is a point set consisting of s mutually exterior analytic Jordan curves,
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we say that a function F(z) is of class Hp on Co if it is of class Hv on each curve.

Theorem 6.3. Let the point set S consist of the respective interiors of s

mutually exterior analytic Jordan curves Cq\ C®\ ■ • • , CÓs). Let F(z) be of

class Hp on Co, and let the point a¡ interior to C¡¡ and a functional value A, be

given. Let f(z) be the function of class Hp on Co with f (a¡) =A¡, and such that

p. = fc o | /(z) — F(z) \p\dz\ is least.
Let fu(z) be the function analytic and of modulus not greater than M in R,

with fM(a¡)=Aj, and for which /c0|/aí(z) — F(z) \ p\ dz\ is least. Then the set

fia(z) converges to f(z) throughout S, uniformly on any closed subset of S. If the

function f(z) is analytic throughout Rp but not throughout any RP', p'>p>0,

then we have

(6.3) lim sup [max | f(z) - fM(z) |, z in RVY'^M = e("-/>>/u-p),     o g v < p,
M—»oo

(6.4) lim sup [l.u.b.  | fM(z) \, z in F,,]1'1"^ = *<«-•»>/<*-#>, p & v £ t.

We prove the theorem for the case s = 1.

The problem of determining the function f(z) of class Hp on G satisfying

the condition/(ai) —Ai and such that /c0|/(z) —F(z) \ p\ dz\ is least is equiva-

lent to the problem of determining the function ^(z) of class Hp on Co

satisfying the condition ^(ai) =Ai — F(ai) and such that fc0\^(z) | p| dz\ is

least. It follows from Theorem 6.2 that the extremal function ^(z) exists and

is unique, whence the extremal function f(z) exists and is unique. We have

the relation ^(z) =f(z) — F(z) between these extremal functions.

By Theorem 6.1, a sequence of polynomials pn(z), with p„(ai) =f(oci),

exists such that lim^,«, /c0|/(z) —pn(z) | p\ dz\ =0. For this sequence, we have,

by the use of Minkowski's inequality [l, pp. 146-147],

/\pn(z) — F(z) \p\dz\ á(i + fn, lim tn = 0;
Co »->»

this inequality is valid if we replace pn(z) by the functions fu(z) of Theorem

6.3. The convergence of the setAi(z) to/(z) throughout 5, uniformly on any

closed subset of S, now follows from Theorem 6.2.

If/(z) is analytic throughout Rp but not throughout any Fp<, p'>p>0,

then the functions guiiz) of Theorem 3.1 which coincide with/(z) in the point

«i satisfy the equation

lim sup [max I /(z) - gMiz) I, z on C0]in°eM = e~'l^~"\
M-.00

The extremal function^(z) which satisfies the condition ty(cti) =AX — F(cti) is,

by Theorem 6.2, the function *(z) = [^i-F(«i)]{ [g'(z)]/[g'(fiti)]}Up.

Case 1. If^! = F(ai), then^(z)=0 on S, and f(z)= F(z) in 5. Here we have
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at once, for arbitrary e>0, and for K independent of M,

f i/(z) - ^(z) ip idz i=r i ̂ z) - **w ip idz i
(6.5) Jc„ Jco

The equations (6.3) and (6.4) follow for this case by use of a lemma [generaliz-

ing 7, p. 101, Lemma; see 5] related to Cauchy's integral formula, and Lemma

2.2.
Case 2. If Ai¿¿F(ai), then ^(z)^0 in S, and we proceed to show that

gu(z) satisfies the relation (6.2). We use the method applied by Spitzbart

[6, p. 342] in the special case of polynomial approximation. We write gis(z)

-F(z) =f(z)-F(z)+RM(z) =V(z)+RM(z), where lim^,«, RM(z) =0 in S, and

[gAf(z)-F(z)]"/2=[*(z)]"2[l+FAf(z)/*(z)]W2. Since *^0 in S, the bi-

nomial expansion is valid if M is sufficiently large, and, for given e>0 and Ü7

sufficiently large, we have for z in 5

I kifto - F(z)]pn - [*(z)]p/21 g F max | RM(z) \
(6.6)

^   ^e(-p+í)logAÍ/(l-p)j

where K is independent of M. Inequality (6.6) is not in its present form as

strong as (6.5), and cannot be used without further manipulation to estab-

lish (6.3) and (6.4). We shall investigate more closely the integral of the first

member of (6.6), interpreted in the TO-plane, and thus obtain our desired

results.

In the notation of Theorem 6.2 we write <b(z)=<^[h(w)]=G(w), and

gM(z) - F(z) =gM[h(w) ] -F[h(w) ] = GM(w). The function {G (to) [â'(to) Y'»}*'2

— {Gjii(w) [A'(w)]1/p}p/2 is analytic on and within y and has the value zero in

w = 0. Hence

(6.7) f [{G(w)[h'(w)]1'p}"i2 - [GM(w)[h'(w)]1^]^2] | dw\ = 0.
J y

However, by Theorem 6.2 we have G(w) = G(0) [h'(0)]llp/[h'(w) Y'"and hence

by (6.7)

X[{G(w)[h'(w)]1'"}"2

- {GM(w)[h'(w)]1")pi2]{G(w)[h'(w)]1i*\*>i2\dw\ = 0.

In the z-plane this integral becomes

f   { [*(z)]"'2 - [gM(z) - F(z)]r"2\ [<*(z)]*>2 \dz\=0,

whence
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•f C<¡
[*(z)]p>2- [gM(z)-F(z)]pi2\2\dz\

=   f     \gM(z) -F(z)\p\dz\-   j     | ¥(z) [p| efz|.
J C0 J C0

For arbitrary e>0 and K0 independent of M we have by (6.6) for M suffi-

ciently large

f    \gM(z) - F(z)\p\dz\ =    f    \*(z)\»\dz\
J C0 J C„

+   f    | [*(«)]»'* - b,(z) -F(z)]»'2|2| áz|
-'Co

^ p + ^oe2(-p+oiogM/(i-P)_

For the functions /a/(z) of Theorem 6.3 instead of the gn(z) the latter in-

equality is certainly valid. Hence, by Theorem 6.2, since fis(z) — F(z) —^(z)

=fin(z)—f(z), we have in any closed region Si in 5

I fiz) - fuiz) | á Qe<-*-«>io«"/ ci-p),

where Q is independent of M.

Lemma 2.2 now yields the conclusion of Theorem 6.3.

Corollary 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 6.3, let \Pm(z) be analytic

and of modulus not greater than M in R, and satisfy the auxiliary conditions

\pM(ctj) —A¡, a, interior to Cq\ with

lim    f
Jf-too      J ç

titiz) -F(z)\p\ dz\ =

Then the set of functions \Pm(z) converges to f(z) throughout S, uniformly on any

closed subset of S. If f(z) is analytic throughout R„ but not throughout any

Rp>, p' >p > 0, and if we also have

lim sup     I     | \f/M(z) — F(z) |p | dz I — p\
*-»"     L J Co J

H/logAf

^   e-2p/(l-p)i

'Co  '

then the analogues of (6.3) and (6.4) with /m(z) replaced by ^m(z) are valid.

Corollary 2. Let q>0 be given. Let Theorem 6.2 be modified so that/m(z)

analytic in R is required to satisfy the inequality Jc,\fu(z)\ q\dz\ ^M" for all

v, 0<v<l, instead of the inequality |/m(z)| ^M in R. Then the set fia(z) con-

verges to f(z) throughout S, uniformly on any closed subset of S. If the function

f(z) is analytic throughout Rp but not throughout any R„>, p'>p>0, then we have

for allt(> 0)
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r   /» -ii/ílogAí

lim sup | fz) - fM(z) \'\dz\ = ¿¡(--o)/«1-"), OáKp;
aí^«    LVc„ J

and, for all t (>0) if p^v<l, and for 0<t^q if v = \,

r   /» -ii/ilogAf

lim sup      I     I /a/(z) I ' \dz I = «>-»>'«-'>.
a/-*»    L Jc„ J

FAese equations are valid for t = °o, toî/A ¿Ae understanding that for a function

g(z) analytic in R the integral [fc,\g(z)\ '\dz\ ]1/( shall be interpreted for t= <x>

as l.u.b. [|g(z)|, z on C,].

An analogue of Corollary 1 involving non-extremal functions is also

true(4).

7. Generalizations of Problems 1-4. Problems 1-4 can be generalized by

enlarging both the concepts of norm of /m(z) in F and measure of approxima-

tion of fm(z) to F(z) on Co or on S. For instance we may separate G (assumed

rectifiable) into two disjoint parts, each consisting of one or more Jordan

curves, and use as the qth power of the norm of fia(z) in R the limit superior

of |/m(z) I " as z in F approaches one part of G plus the integral of |/aí(z) | a

over the remaining part of G. We may also consider the disjoint closed

regions composing S, and in each of these separate regions make the appro-

priate assumptions (involving points of interpolation, a function F(z), and a

measure of approximation oí/k(z) to F(z)) used in Problems 1-4; the present

measure of approximation oifM(z) to F(z) on Co or on S is defined as the sum

of the individual measures of approximation. Complete analogues of

Theorems 3.2, 4.1, 5.1, 6.3 are then valid and can easily be formulated and

established by the reader.

The use of suitable norm functions in connection both with the norm of

fu(z) in R and the measure of approximation of f/a(z) and f(z) to F(z) on

Co or on 5 throughout the present paper presents no great difficulty and is

left to the reader.

8. The complementary extremal problems. In Problems 1-4 we have as-

sumed the norm Ü7 of /jií(z) in F given and have studied the function fiu(z)

of best approximation to F(z) on C0 or on S, and the convergence properties

oí/aí(z). The complementary problem defines a function fm(z) of least norm

in R corresponding to a given measure m of approximation of fm(z) to F(z) on

(4) A consequence of Corollary 1 is the following extension of Spitzbart's result on ap-

proximation by polynomials:

Under the conditions of Theorem 6.3 with s = 1, the sequence of polynomials pn{z) of respective

degrees n satisfying the given auxiliary condition of best approximation to F(z) on C in the sense of

least pth powers converges to f(z) throughout the interior of C, uniformly on any closed set interior

to C; if f(z) is analytic in the closed interior of C, the sequence p*{z) converges maximally to f(z)

on C.

Of course this result extends at once to apply also to non-extremal polynomials.
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Co or on 5; we then study the norm of/m(z) and the convergence properties

of the set/m(z). To be more explicit, we define new Problems la-4a. Let there

be given a finite number of fixed conditions of interpolation at points of 5.

Let m (>0) be given, let fm(z) be analytic in F, satisfy the conditions of

interpolation, approximate to F(z) on Co or on 5 with a measure of approxi-

mation not greater than m, and be such that Mm = l.u.b. [|/m(z)|, z in F] is

least. We study the convergence of the set fm(z) as m approaches its mini-

mum value. In Problem la the measure of approximation oí fm(z) to Fiz) is

2^=1 [max \fm(z) — F(z)\, z on Co"], where F(z) is defined as in Problem 1;

in Problem 2a the measure of approximation of /«(a) to F(z) is Jc0\fm(z)

— Fiz) 12| dz\, where Fiz) is defined as in Problem 2; in Problem 3a the meas-

ure of approximation of/m(z) to Fiz) is ffs\fm(z) — F(z)| 2dS, where F(z) is

defined as in Problem 3; in Problem 4a the measure of approximation oifm(z)

to F(z) is fc0\fm(z) — F(z) | p\ dz\, p>0, and F(z) and the auxiliary conditions

are restricted as in Problem 4.

In all cases the existence of the function/m(z) is readily proved [cf. 8, p.

483], provided m is sufficiently large.

The function fiu(z) of Problems 1-3 has the property that the norm of

fu(z) in R is actually equal to M, and the function/m(z) of Problems la-3a

has the property that the measure of approximation is actually equal to m.

The function/»(z) of Problem 4 has the property that the norm of f.u(z) in F

is equal to M if p ^ 1, while the function fm(z) of Problem 4a has the property

that the measure of approximation is m, if p>0. Proofs of these statements

are similar to proofs given by Walsh and Nilson [12, p. 243].

The two functions/m(z) and/m(z) in the corresponding problems are obvi-

ously connected. In Problems 1-3, and in Problem 4 when p^l, if m = mu

is the least measure of approximation by a function f.v(z) of norm not greater

than M, then the extremal function fia(z) is also a function/,„(z) of minimum

norm which approximates to Fiz) with an error not greater than m; while if

M—Mm is the least norm corresponding to a function/m(z) of best approxi-

mation, then the extremal function/m(z) of Problems la-4a is also a function

Ai(z) of norm not greater than M oí best approximation. An immediate con-

sequence of this property in the situation of Problems 1 and la is

Theorem 8.1. Let the point set S consist of the respective interiors of s mu-

tually exterior Jordan curves C^\ C®\ • • • , Cq\ Let F(z) be meromorphic in

S, continuous on Co, and let the points Zk, k = l, 2, ■ • • , X, (not necessarily

distinct) in S and the functional values Ak, k = 1, 2, • • • ,\,be given. Letf(z) be

the unique function analytic in S, continuous in S, which takes on the values Ak

in the points zk, and such that max [|/(z) — F(z) |, z on C^]=Pi is least. Set

Let m (>p) be given. Let fm(z) be the function analytic in R satisfying the

auxiliary conditions, such that ]0-i {max [|/m(z) — F(z)|, z on C^]] ^m,

and for which l.u.b. [|/«,(z)|, z in R] is least. Then as m-^p the set fm(z) con-
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verges to f(z) throughout S, uniformly on any closed subset of S. If the function

f(z) is analytic throughout Rp but not throughout any Rp-, p'>p>0, then we have

(8.1) lim sup [max | fz) - fm(z) \, z in £,]-i/i°8(»-i0 = e^-"u",    0 ^ v < p,

(8.2) lim sup [l.u.b.  | fm(z) |, z in R^-uio^m-rt = e(y-„)hj p g p ¡g j
m—*n

An analogous conclusion may still follow when a new norm for/m(z) in R

is introduced:

Corollary 1. Let q (>0) be given. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 8.1 be

modified so that the condition that Mm — l.u.b. [|/m(z)|, z in R] is least be re-

placed by the condition that -M¡j, = lim„..i Jc\fm(z)\ q\dz\ is least. Then we have

limm«.,, /m(z) =/(z) in S, uniformly on any closed set in S. If fz) is analytic

throughout Rp but not throughout any R„>, p'>p>0, we have

lim sup [max | fz) — fm(z) \, z in £,]-i/i°«(t> = e('-i>)ifi 0 Ú v < p,

lim sup [l.u.b. \fmiz) |, z in í?,]-i/1o«(».-m) = e(>-riii>t P $ v g I.
m—*ii

Similar conclusions for the extremal function/m(z) of Problems 2a, 3a, and

4a are immediately stated and proved.

9. Limit function analytic throughout F. Suppose Theorems 3.2, 4.1, 5.1,

and 6.3 are modified so that the limit function/(z) of the functions of best ap-

proximation is assumed analytic and bounded in R. Then whenever M is

sufficiently large we may choose fn(z) —fiz), so the asymptotic properties of

/m(z) and of the measure of approximation are obvious. An intermediate case

is not trivial:

Theorem 9.1. 7/¿Ae hypotheses of Theorems 3.2, 4.1, 5.1, and 6.3 are modi-

fied so that fiz) is analytic throughout R but not bounded in R, then the set /m(z)

converges to fiz) throughout R, uniformly on any closed subset of R. Moreover,

equations (3.1), (4.1), (5.1), and (6.3) are replaced by

lim   [max | fz) - fM(z) |, z in F„]1/l0^ = 0, 0 á K 1,
Ai—»

and (3.2), (4.2), (5.2), (6.4) are replaced by

lim sup [l.u.b. | fM(z) \,zin F,]1/lo*M = 1, 0 á f < 1,

and

lim sup [l.u.b. | fM(z) |, z in F]1,logJlf = e.

An analogous theorem holds for the functions fm(z) of Theorem 8.1:
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Theorem 9.2. // the hypothesis of Theorem 8.1 is modified so that f(z) is

analytic throughout R, then the setfm(z) converges tof(z) throughout R, uniformly

on any closed subset of R. Moreover equations (8.1) and (8.2) are replaced by

lim sup [max | /(z) - fm(z) |, z in 3]-WIq«<»-») = e-\

lim sup [max | f(z) - fm(z) \, z in a,]-1'10«'™-"' á e'_1,   0 < v < 1,

lim sup [l.u.b. | A(z) |, z t» i?,]-i/iogC«-/.) = 1, o ^ x ^ 1.
m—*tx
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